Abstract. Particle system is an effective method to realize large-scale scene rainfall simulation. However, unlimited expansion of rain particle area will inevitably lead to excessive memory consumption. In order to control the particle distribution area effectively, this paper introduces the concept of depth of field to restrict particle distribution, and to adjust the depth of particle distribution according to the change of environmental brightness. Three improved models are proposed on the basis of the particle distribution area model. The optimal model is obtained by experimental simulation and analysis. The experimental results show that the improved model can effectively reduce the distribution area of redundant particles while ensuring the rain effect, thus reducing the number of rain particles and improving the frame rate and the realism of rainfall scenarios.
Introduction
With the rapid development of virtual reality technology and computer simulation technology, the fidelity requirements of simulation effects are increasing day by day. Simulating natural scenes can effectively enhance the realism of virtual scenes. Natural phenomen as such as rain, snow, cloud, fog, waves and so on belong to irregular objects, in computer simulation, the simulation of irregular objects [1] is one of the most challenging research directions. In the past years of research, we have made some achievements in the simulation of irregular objects, and put forward a variety of implementation methods: texture-based methods, mathematical-physics model based methods, particle system-based methods [2] and so on. The particle-based method is one of the most mature simulation methods.
In recent years, many researchers have made great strides in the simulation of particle-based systems. Pan Qiuyu, et al [3] proposed a fast three-dimensional cloud-based simulation algorithm based on particle system, which can quickly generate three-dimensional clouds with different shapes and strong realism. Jin Xuan, Wu Pinpin, et al [4] , based on the principle of particle system and XNA platform, used C group language to simulate drifting snow under XNA platform. Some scholars also use Vega to simulate the snow particle system. Yang Shuhua et al [5] simulated rain and snow based on the particle system and Vega. Some scholars have also actualized rainfall simulation based on particle system. Fan Huan et al [6] used OSG's particle system to actualize rainfall simulation in navigation visualization. Li Zhanli et al [7] actualized a large-scale particle swarm based roaming environment Real-time rainfall simulation.
Particle system can more accurately simulate the effect of rainfall. However, in a large-scale scene simulation, to simulate the rainfall effect, you must use a lot of rain particles. Due to the restriction of the number of particles and the real-time of the system, how to use as few particles as possible, reducing the occupation of computer resources, improving the frame rate of the scene and making the simulation of the scene finer under the premise of not affecting the simulation display effect , has become a problem to be solved.
Considering the real-time and fidelity of the simulation, this paper improves the model selected in the rainfall area by combining the influence of ambient brightness on the depth of field. In the improved three viewfinder models, the contrast calculation of different parameters is carried out. The optimal viewfinder model is selected to simulate the rainfall simulation. The optimal viewfinder model effectively reduces the simulated area outside the scene, so as to effectively reduce the number of rain particles, Finally, a natural climate scenario system that can simulate real-time rainfall process is established and implemented.
Ambient Brightness and Depth of Field The Relationship between Ambient Brightness and Pupil Size
Studies have shown that under certain conditions, the effectiveness of human visual function is determined by the size of the pupil [8] : pupil contraction can improve visual function; conversely, pupil enlargement will reduce visual effects. Human pupil size not only affected by the physiological and psychological factors, but also affected by the impact of external environmental factors such as lighting. Many researchers have studied the factors affecting human pupil size. The results show that the size of the pupil is highly correlated with the illumination of the environment [9] .
For the relationship between the ambient brightness and the pupil size of the human eye, many scholars have given the formula between them, including Blackie and Howland, Stanley and Davies, Waston, Winn and so on. According to Blackie and Howland's research [10] , the relationship between ambient brightness and pupil size is:
where D is the pupil diameter (mm); L is the ambient brightness (cd · m-2).
The curve corresponding to Equation 1 is as follows: Figure 1 . Relationship between environmental brightness and pupil size. As can be seen from the curve of Figure 1 , when the ambient brightness increases to a certain level, the pupil size decreases gradually with the increase of ambient brightness, and the pupil size tends to be stable. In summary, the pupil size and environmental brightness is inversely proportional to, and when the ambient brightness increases to a certain extent, the pupil diameter tends to be stable.
The Relationship between Pupil Size and Depth of Field
Depth of field refers to the range of distances from an imaging system through which a clear imaging object can be formed on a photographic element, such as a negative film, through an imaging system [11] .
As shown in Figure 2 the depth of field principle diagram, Q point as the focus, that is, the parallel light come together to form the Q point through the aperture. From the aggregation to diffusion, light will be formed into a circle around the focus Q, the circle called the mass circle. When the mass circle diameter δ is less than a certain value, the perception of the human eye is clear, mass circle can still be used as a point of imaging, in this allowed mass circle diameter range, front focal depth, posterior focal depth will be formed before and behind Q point. Correspondingly, there are front depth of field and back depth of field, P point is the current focus of the aperture, within a certain range before and behind P point, the images of the scene are in the circle of mass, then the distance before and behind P point is the current depth of field range.
As shown in Figure 2 , assuming the current focal length is f, the aperture value is F, the principle of depth of field is as follows:
Depth of field:
Under the circumstances that all factors remain unchanged except the aperture value F, it can be seen from the formula 4 that the lager the aperture value F is, the smaller the aperture is, and the greater the depth of field ∆L is; while the aperture value F is smaller, that is, the aperture is larger, the depth of field ∆ is smaller.
In the human eye this optical system, the pupil is equivalent to the camera aperture, combined with the conclusions obtained in Section 2.1, the pupil size is inversely proportional to the brightness of the environment, the available depth of field is proportional to the brightness of the environment. When the ambient brightness increases to a certain extent, the pupil size tends to be stable, the depth of field also tends to be stable.
In summary, it can be concluded that the ambient brightness will affect the depth of field, depth of field increases when the ambient brightness increases, and the depth of field has an upper limit.
Viewfinder Model Based on Depth of Field
In the rainfall simulation of a large scene, as the scene increases, the range of rainfall will inevitably increase, so does the amount of rain particles increase. The more the particles are, the more computers consume resources, the lower the realism and frame rate of rainfall simulation is. In order to achieve better simulation results, we must consider the human visual perception characteristics, simplify the model, on the premise of meeting the visual effects, reduce the distribution of rain particles as far as possible .
Improve the Model Proposed
Because the observer's angle of view is limited, he can only observe the rainfall range of a certain viewing angle region, suppose the observer's viewing angle is θ, then according to the visual perception characteristics of the human eye, the viewing range can be simplified to a vertex angle θ cone. At present, people have proposed a model to reduce the distribution area of rain particles on the basis of the human eye cone, that is, the distribution area of the particles is replaced by a rectangular parallelepiped in front of the viewpoint, Simplified schematic diagram shown in Figure  3 basic rainfall distribution area model. This method effectively reduces the distribution area of rain particles, fully considers the angle of view of the human eye as a cone, and effectively reduces the production of rain particles on the XOY plane. However, there are still many shortcomings. The model does not consider the distribution depth of the rainfall area in the Z axis. In other words, the range of the rain particle distribution on the Z axis is random and uncertain. As the distribution depth of the Z axis increases, the distribution area of the cuboid particles in the proportion of the effective area within the scope of the cone will decrease, resulting in an increase of the number of rain particles outside the viewing angle range and consuming more computer resources.
In this paper, the concept of depth of field is introduced, and the influence of environmental brightness on the distribution depth of rain particles in Z axis is introduced. According to the conclusion of chapter 2, with the change of ambient brightness, the distribution depth of rain particles in the Z axis is adjusted accordingly, and there is an upper limit on the distribution depth of the Z axis. It does not increase indefinitely as the ambient brightness increases. Based on the model of the basic rainfall distribution in Figure 3 , an improved model is proposed. Near and far points representing depth of field are added to control the distribution depth of Z axis. Near is the depth of field near point, Far is the depth of field.
In order to distinguish it from the traditional model, this article renamed the particle distribution area as a viewfinder. As shown in FIGURE 4, two values are proposed in view of the specific value of the rectangular viewfinder on the Z axis when the Far value is added according to the ambient brightness, as shown in the model 1 on the left of FIGURE 4 and the model on the right of FIGURE 4 2. As shown in model 1 of Figure 4 , point A and point B are the intersection of Far and the edge of the cones, and the plane of the cuboid viewfinder on the deepest Z axis is placed on the connection of A and B.
There is a shortage in model 1, the distance between A, B two points and the point of view O are Far value, but the AB connection points from the point of view O position are less than the Far value, that the model does not fully meet the farthest value of the visual depth of field. In order to solve this problem, this paper presents a model 2 as shown in Figure 4 . As shown in model 4 in Figure 4 , the arc ACB is all the points within the cone at a distance of Far from the point of view O when the angle of view is θ, where AB is the intersection of Far and far edge of the cone, and C For the arc in the Z-axis from the point O farthest point, extension point C arc ACB tangent, cross-view cone edge points D and E, the rectangular viewfinder in the z-axis of the deepest plane Placed on the connection between the two DE.
Compared with Model 1, Model 2 fully meets the requirements of the farthest visual depth of field, but in many practice, Model 2 consumes more computer resources. The enlargement of model 2 viewfinder resulting in a larger part of the viewfinder area not within the scope of an effective cone, resulting in greater rainfall particle redundancy, computer resource consumption. After many experiments and analysis, this paper presents a fan-shaped three-dimensional viewfinder model as shown in Figure 5 . Model 3 is no longer confined to the rectangular viewfinder. Instead, it uses the Far and Far near points as the radius and the viewpoint as the center of the circle to draw an arc in the cone to form a sector.
Improve the Model Comparison
In order to compare the three models presented in this paper, the cross-sections of the three models are compared at the same viewing angle θ and the same depth of field, as shown in Figure 6 , which is a cross-sectional view of the viewfinder.
Model 1 has a cross section of ABCD, model 2 has a cross section of KLNM, and model 3 has a cross section of
CHD EF
. Assuming that the current viewing angle is θ, the distance between the near depth of field and the viewpoint O is C, and the depth of field, ie, the distance between Near and Far, is X, the cross-sectional areas of the three models are respectively obtained as shown in Formulas 5-7.
Model 1 cross-sectional area S1:
Model 2 cross-sectional area S2:
Model 3 cross-sectional area S3: As can be seen in Figure 6 , the cross-sectional area S2 of model 2 is the largest of the three models. However, model 1 and model 3 cannot directly compare their cross-sectional area and need to be calculated and compared using the formula. In Equation 8 , ∆S is the difference in cross-sectional area between Model 3 and Model 1.
Since the effect of the change in depth of field value on the cross-sectional area is discussed in this paper, to simplify the equation, we set θ = π / 3 and C = 1; then (8) is simplified as (9) below.
By deriving the derivation from (9), ∆S <0 can be obtained for X € [10, 100] ; then S2> S1> S3.
The number of rainfall particles in the model is the product of the area of the model framing area and the rainfall density, which can be approximated as the product of the model cross-sectional area and the rainfall density. When the rainfall density is the same, comparing the resources consumed by the three models is to compare the number of particles required by the three models, that is, to compare the cross-sectional area of the model. In summary, Model 3 has a smaller cross-sectional area than the other two models and minimizes resource consumption.
Simulation Study
In this paper, we carry out experiments on the computer whose CPU is Intel Core i7-4790 3.60 GHZ, memory is 8G, the graphics card is AMD FirePro SDI. The experimental environment is the OSG-rendered marine nautical scene. After several experiments, this paper draws the value of depth of field when the best simulation results under different ambient brightness, the maximum depth of field value approaches 100.
The amount of rain particles needed in a specific experiment can be obtained by multiplying the rainfall density by the area of the rainfall, while the area of the rainfall can be approximately equal to the cross-sectional area of the model. In the case of the same rainfall density, to compare the number of rain particles required for the three models. The cross-sectional area of the model is determined by the viewing angle θ and the depth of field. In this paper, assuming that the viewing angle θ of the cone is constant, the cross-sectional area of the model changes with the depth of field. That is, the number of rain particles required by the model changes with the depth of field.
For the relationship between the number of rain particles and the change of depth of field required by the three models, a simulation as shown in FIGURE 9 is made in this paper. And the frame of the three models of the proposed frame rate simulation comparison, the experimental results shown in Figure 10 .
Take the same perspective, depth of field of 100, the three model parameters shown in Table 1 . In this paper, we choose the best fan-shaped three-dimensional finder model 3 for rainfall simulation experiments, Figure 11 and Figure 12 respectively is the rainfall simulation scenario when the light brightness is 10000 and when the light brightness is 1. Figure 11 . The rainfall scene when light brightness is 10000. Figure 12 . The rainfall scene when light brightness is 1.
Conclusion
In this paper, the particle system is used to simulate the rainfall simulation in the navigation scene. The rainfall simulation process is continuous and has a certain sense of reality. The concept of depth of field is put forward through the visual effect of light human eyes. The specific range of the depth of field varying with the ambient luminance was obtained by analysis in the experiment. The traditional particle distribution region model is improved and three viewfinder models are proposed. After comparing the three improved viewfinder models the optimal model is selected for simulation experiment. The model effectively reduces the particle distribution area, effectively reduces the number of redundant particles in the distribution area, enhances the authenticity of the simulation and makes the simulation of rain effect closer to reality. Under the same conditions, Compared with other methods, the experimental results of the optimal model proposed in this paper satisfy the rainfall simulation requirements of the navigation visual scene, achieve higher frame rate, has a fluent rainfall effect and more close to the actual rainfall effect.
